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Abstract: A very electrically small, active open cylindrical coated nanoparticle model is
constructed, and its electromagnetic properties are investigated in the visible frequency
band. Its optical response under both planewave and electric dipole antenna excitations
shows very strong dipole behavior at its lowest resonance frequency. The scattering
cross section at that dipole resonance frequency is increased by more than þ50 dBsm
for the planewave excitation. When the open structure is excited by a small current
ðI0 ¼ 1 103 AÞ driven dipole antenna, the maximum radiated power of the composite
nanoantenna can be increased by þ83.35 dB over its value obtained when the dipole
antenna radiates alone in free space. The behaviors under various locations and orientations
of the dipole are explored. Dipole orientations along the cylinder axis and symmetric
locations of the dipole produced the largest radiated power enhancements.
Index Terms: Electrically small antennas, metamaterials, nanoantenna, nanostructures,
plasmonics, radiation, scattering.
1. Introduction
Nanoparticles and nanostructures have been shown to have attractive prospects for advancements
in the areas of metamaterials [1], [2], biology andmedicine [3], [4], efficient solar cells [5]–[7], and high
resolution imaging [8]–[10]. They have even been considered as sensor realizations that could
provide noninvasive measurements of the electromagnetic properties of molecules or other nano-
particles [11]–[13]. Because of the surface plasmon characteristics realized by combining metals at
optical frequencies, which acquire epsilon negative (ENG) properties, with normal dielectrics, which
have double positive (DPS) properties, one can design nanosized resonant particles that could be
used to achieve highly sub-wavelength lasing elements and nanoamplifiers [14], [15]. Moreover, it
has been demonstrated that subwavelength metallic coated nanoparticles (CNPs), i.e., plasmonic
spherical shell nanoparticles, which consist of spherical dielectric cores surrounded by spherical
metal nanoshells, can lead to novel nanoantenna properties, including resonant radiated power
enhancements and resonant jamming effects [17], [18].
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If the dielectric of the CNP is lossless or lossy, the system will be called a passive CNP. Passive
CNPs exhibit geometric tunability [19]; they have been synthesized and their behaviors have been
verified experimentally [20]. The tunability of their CNP resonances is a desirable characteristic for a
number of applications. On the other hand, if gain material is included in the dielectric, it will be
called an active CNP. Active CNP-based nanoamplifiers and nanolasers have been studied [14],
[15]. In particular, it was demonstrated that the intrinsic losses present in the plasmonic materials
can be overcome. Experimental verification of some of these active properties was reported
recently [21].
Losses remain one of the main disadvantages of using metals at optical frequencies. They
constrain the possible enhancements of the resonant, passive CNPs. Consequently, gain material
was introduced into the CNPs to overcome those losses and to enhance their resonant responses
[14], [17]. Different metal coatings exhibit analogous but distinct resonant behaviors [18]. In the
visible regime, silver remains the lowest loss candidate for CNP related applications. It will be
emphasized in the configurations reported below. Several different gain materials have been
considered. Initially, to explore a configuration and its potential usefulness, the core media generally
is selected to be a canonical gain medium, i.e., one simply specified by the real and imaginary parts
of its refractive index, i.e., as ðn  jÞ. More realistic materials also have been suggested. For
instance, because of their extensive use in optical fibers (e.g., [22]), three-level models of Er3þ
molecules were considered. Quantum dots have been championed for related plasmonic-based
nanolasers, i.e., SPASERs [15], [23]. Dyes have led to the first actual experiments [18], [21]. We will
use the canonical gain model in the studies reported below.
When either the passive or active CNP is illuminated by a planewave, its performance can be
expressed in terms of its absorption cross section (ACS), scattering cross section (SCS), and
extinction cross section (ECS), all of which depend on the radius of the dielectric core and the
thickness of the metal shell, e.g., Electric Hertzian dipole (EHD) sources are another form of
excitation that has been considered [17]–[19]. The radiated power ratio (PR), i.e., ratio of the total
power radiated in the presence of the CNP to its value generated in free space, has been a useful
figure of merit for the EHD excitations. For either excitation mechanism, specific passive and active
CNP-based nanoantennas have been designed to be resonant, leading to much larger values of
their radiated powers. The EHD is assumed to be a fluorescing molecule/atom that is excited by
another field at a frequency different from the transition frequency at which its dipole moment is
established. Because the resonances are very narrow band, the active CNP would have minimal
impact on the original exciting field and its creation of the EHD. Then the traditional approach of
impedance matching to the source is replaced by the coupling efficiency of the assumed fluorescing
molecule/atom to the active CNP at the transition frequency, i.e., the accepted power delivered to
the active CNP results from matching its design to the EHD. The radiated PR is the most relevant
parameter to quantify the effectiveness of this EHD coupling to this nanoamplifier and the
performance of the resulting nanoantenna.
Besides the CNP-based dipole radiator, a variety of other nanoantenna structures has been
investigated over the past few years [25]–[36]. This includes optical dipoles [37]–[40], monopoles
[41], [42] and several types of Bgap[ antennas [43]–[45]. All of these antennas exhibit approximately
a dipolar angular emission, i.e., their modes both radiate and are excited with a dipolar angular
dependence. Optical nanodimers have been analyzed, e.g., [46]. Because of the resulting spread-
ing of the displacement current in the nanodimer gap, this two-nanoparticle configuration may
provide a larger radiation efficiency and resonance tunability than with other optical nanodipoles. An
optical Yagi–Uda nanoantenna was proposed in [47] with near-field coupling being used to feed the
element at the resonance frequency. The resonant plasmon mode of this antenna determines the
angular emission of the coupled system. Bowtie antennas [48] combine scattering from their
component arms to form a strong hot spot in their gap. Their resonances are simply tuned by their
sizes. Bowtie antennas recently have been used as near-field probes and for nanolithography [48],
[49]. A cylindrical metal shell having a metal top and being filled with silicon nitride and InGaAs
layers was investigated experimentally in [50]. These results indicate the possibility of a good
fabrication method for constructing pillar-like nanostructures.
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Theoretical analyses have been used to derive the characteristics of many of these optical
nanoantennas, particularly those such as the canonical-shaped spherical CNPs. These often
analytical or semianalytical obtained results have shown attractive performance characteristics for
many of the aforementioned nanoantennas. Unfortunately, canonical geometries are idealized
structures and can be far from practical realization with existing fabrication technologies. There are
more complicated nanostructures which may be more suitable in that sense. Moreover, there should
be questions whether their intriguing enhancements will also occur for more complex nanoantennas.
In this paper, we numerically characterize the near-field and far-field scattering and radiation
characteristics of one such noncanonical configuration. In particular, we will emphasize active open
cylindrical CNPs (AOC-CNPs) that are excited by both planewaves and EHDs. We begin in
Section 2 by explaining how we adapted a commercial computational electromagnetics (CEM)
solver to these active material problems. The planewave scattering and EHD excitation properties of
the AOC-CNPs are examined, respectively, in Sections 3 and 4. In contrast to the closed spherical
CNPs, which are realizable with chemistry approaches, the open pillar-like AOC-CNP geometry may
be more amenable to other standard nanofabrication processes. It will be shown that as with the
closed canonical geometries, several AOC-CNP configurations can be designed to be highly
resonant, producing very large SCSs and radiated PRs, both stemming from basic dipole modes and
having strong linear polarization characteristics. The PRs for the AOC-CNPs excited by the both
vertical and horizontal EHDs are studied. Variances in the material parameters and the AOC-CNP
geometries lead to optimized designs. While the symmetric AOC-CNP configurations are
emphasized, an asymmetric version is considered in Section 5. It is shown that it too can produce
similar enhanced near- and far-field properties. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. Numerical Models
2.1. Background
Once the basic operating principles of a canonical structure has been identified, more realistic,
complex design problems can only be analyzed with CEM tools. These include commercial EM
software packages such as CST Microwave Studio, COMSOL Multiphysics, and ANSYS/ANSOFT
HFSS. CSTMICROWAVESTUDIO is a CEM simulation tool set which solvesMaxwell’s equations in
the time domain based on the finite integration in time (FIT) technique (a slight generalization of the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method), as well as in the frequency domain with the finite-
element method (FEM) [51], [52]. For wide bandwidth problems, time domain methods are a good
choice. On the other hand, frequency domain methods are generally more appropriate for narrow
band problems. In addition to providing both time and frequency domain simulation capabilities, the
CST software tools also have a user-friendly interface and a powerful postprocessing environment
that allows one to tailor the output results. All of the simulation results described here were obtained
with this software.
2.2. Dispersive Material Models
With any lossy real or artificial material, dispersive effects must be taken into account. This is
especially true of all ENG, mu-negative (MNG), and double negative (DNG) and DPS metama-
terials. The lack of general purpose dispersion models was a drawback of former versions of CST.
However, in recent versions, CST has added some functionality that allows one to model frequency
dependent, passive negative permittivity and permeability materials. Unfortunately, there are some
difficulties yet in the time domain solver for negative conductivity or for obtaining the desired sign of
the imaginary part of the refractive index to model active media. Nonetheless, we have found [53]
that a user can introduce gain in the frequency domain solver by manipulating the material param-
eters in the Bhistory list[ manually. It is for this reason that this manual process is introduced below
to analyze the active CNP problem with the CST software tools. We have confirmed that the CST
results obtained in this manner reproduce the analytically obtained ones for the canonical passive
and active spherical CNPs.
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2.2.1. Optical Material Properties
An improved model of the metal plasmonic shells at optical wavelengths between 200 nm to
1800 nm was given in [14]; it reproduces the empirical values given in [54], [55]. The permittivity is
decomposed into a size dependent Drude response and an interband transition response as
follows:
"ð!;RÞ ¼ "Drudeð!;RÞ þ Interband ð!Þ (1)









where !p and  are, respectively, the plasma and the collision frequencies. The size dependence
is treated as an effect which arises when the size of the material approaches and becomes smaller
than the bulk mean free path length of the conduction electrons in it, i.e., when it is thinner than
100 nm. It is treated as an alteration in the mean free path which is then incorporated into the
Drude model through the size dependent damping frequency. In particular, the damping frequency
is assumed to take the form




where A is a constant term assumed to be approximately unity, i.e., A  1. The term VF is the
Fermi velocity. The Drude parameters and the Fermi velocity values used for silver in our
simulations were [14] m=m ¼ 0:96 and N ¼ 5:85 1028 m3, giving !p ¼ 1:39269 1013 s1,
VF ¼ 1:39 106 m/s, and A ¼ 1:0. Using this process, the permittivities of silver films whose
thickness is 3 nm and 6 nm were calculated. The results are shown in Fig. 1.
2.2.2. Active Media in Nanoshells
The core of the passive models of the CNPs studied to date has been filled with silicon dioxide,
SiO2. Because SiO2 has very low loss characteristics, we can set the relative epsilon to be a
constant "r ¼ 2:05, yielding the refractive index n ¼
ffiffiffiffi
"r
p ¼ 1:432. However, if the filling media is a
higher-loss silica or some other lossy dielectric, the dielectric constant will then include an imaginary
part, i.e., "ð!Þ ¼ "0ð!Þ  j"00ð!Þ. In particular, when losses are present, the refractive index
Fig. 1. Permittivity of silver films whose thicknesses are 3 nm and 6 nm.
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expression contains an imaginary term . The permittivity and the real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index are then related by the expression
"r ¼ ðn  jÞ2 ¼ n2  2  j2n: (4)
Here,  is varied over a range of values that represent the expected loss or gain in the core of the
nanoshell, where  9 0, ¼ 0, and G 0, respectively, for a lossy, lossless, and gain medium.
2.2.3. Lorentz Model
To incorporate the canonical gain into CST Microwave Studio, one must consider a Lorentz
model [56] description of the form
"r ð!Þ ¼ "1 þ
ð"S  "1Þ!20
!20 þ j! !2
: (5)
For the spherical, active CNPs with the active SiO2 core and silver shell studied in (e.g., [17], [18]),
an optimal value of  ¼ 0:25 was found for excitation frequencies around 600 THz (500-nm
wavelength). We elected to use the same gain values in the present study. For the SiO2 core, we
keep n ¼ ffiffiffiffi"rp ¼ 1:432 and set  ¼ 0:25 at the resonance frequency of the structure. To generate
these values from (5), we set f ¼ f0 ¼ 600 THz and ! ¼ !0 ¼ 2f0 to obtain












The remaining value to specify is , the collision frequency (or damping factor). It is frequently
related to the resonant frequency for simplicity. We considered it in the range ð103  101Þ!0, to
represent low to high loss materials. Some values of  and the resulting values of "s are listed in
Table 1 for reference.
Based on the above derivation and the values of its constants, the values of the real and
imaginary parts of the Lorentz model of the relative permittivity of the active SiO2 are shown in
Fig. 2. The curves exhibit typical behavior when gain is present in a Lorentz medium. For the
following cases, we choose the lower loss value  ¼ 103!0.
2.3. Planewave Excitation Performance Terms
To characterize the behavior of a structure being excited by an electromagnetic planewave,
one generally considers the SCS and the ACS of that structure. The SCS is defined as the total
integrated scattered field power normalized by the irradiance of the incident field. The ACS is
defined by the net flux through a surface surrounding the structure normalized by the incident
TABLE 1
Relationship between the static permittivity and the collision frequency
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field irradiance. Both the absorption and SCSs can be expressed via Poynting’s theorem through






















where S is a surface that completely surrounds the particle and n̂ is the unit outward pointing
normal to it. Labeling the incident, scattered, and total fields by the subscripts inc, scat , and tot ,
respectively, the total SCS, ACS, and ECS are thus defined from the ratio of the scattered or









ext ¼ scat þ abs: (12)
These quantities are readily calculated with the CST postprocessing tools.
2.4. Radiated Power by Small Current
To characterize the behavior of a structure being excited by an EHD, one considers the total








Re ~Etot ðr ; ; ’Þ~Htot ðr ; ; ’Þ
n o
 n̂ dS (13)
where the surface S is taken to be a sphere enclosing the entire nanoantenna system. For an EHD










Fig. 2. Permittivity of doped SiO2 with different  at !0 ¼ 120  1012.
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3. Active Open Cylindrical CNP Excited by a Planewave
The noncanonical geometry considered here is the open cylindrical CNP shown in Fig. 3. It consists
of either a passive or active cylindrical silica core that is coated on its sides and top with silver, i.e.,
the silver coating layer forms a cup and is entirely filled with the silica medium. The core is either
lossless SiO2 (passive CNP) or SiO2 impregnated with gain material (AOC-CNP). This CNP rests
its open face on a finite silica slab, the axis of the cylinder being along the normal to the large face
of the slab. The coordinate system is shown in the figure. The substrate is taken to be the lossless
SiO2; it is a rectangular slab with dimensions: 2a 2a dd1. This would correspond to a silver
coating of a simple or gain impregnated silica cylinder grown on a silica slab. We assume that the
structure has the fixed height L ¼ 31:5 nm, silver thickness dd ¼ 6:0 nm, and substrate thickness
dd1 ¼ dd ¼ 6:0 nm. The silver thickness choice corresponds to the cases considered previously
(see, e.g., [14], [17], and [18]) for the active spherical CNP. The SiO2 substrate is taken to be
90 nm 90 nm 6 nm. The silver cup forms a nanocavity that is filled with either the passive
dielectric or the active gain material.
The entire structure is excited by a vertically polarized planewave, in which the E field vector is
parallel to the z-axis and the propagation direction is along the þx -axis. The incident planewave
field is explicitly given as
~E ¼ ẑE0cosð!t  kxÞ: (16)
The amplitude of the incident planewave was taken to be E0 ¼ 1:0 V/m.
To determine the resonances of the electrically small, AOC-CNP structure, the CST model was
run with the radius r1 of the inner cavity being swept from 20 nm to 23 nm. This interval was
selected based on our anticipation that the resonance for this open structure would occur for a
Fig. 3. Open cylindrical coated nanoparticle antenna model. (a) 3-D perspective model. (b) y -cut plane.
(c) Material components. (d) Dimension and parameters.
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volume somewhat below the (closed) spherical 30-nm outer radius CNP cases treated, for instance,
in [14]. The SCS and ACS are shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4(a), the optimum parameter value for the
AOC-CNP scatterer is found to be r1 ¼ 21:3 nm. This structure produces a maximum of the SCS
peak: 97.69 dBsm at 599.85 THz. Note that this is more than a 50-dBsm increase over the
background values. For all simulated values of r1, the SCS peaks are actually close to 600 THz in
Fig. 4(a). Similar behavior of the ACS curves is shown in Fig. 4(b). The ACS minimum also occurs
at 599.85 THz. Note that the 200 dB floor of the ACS data shown in the subplot of Fig. 4(b) is an
artifact of the CST software. Again, the minimum is more than 50 dB below the background value.
Both the SCS and ACS values clearly show a significant amplification of the scattered signal, i.e.,
the AOC-CNP acts as a nanoamplifier, just as the active spherical CNP studied, e.g., in [14] did.
The predicted E-field distributions for the AOC-CNP with r1 ¼ 21:3 nm at three excitation fre-
quencies: 550.0 THz, 599.85 THz, and 650.0 THz, are shown in Fig. 5. The significant enhance-
ment of the electric field in the core of the AOC-CNP at resonance is shown in Fig. 5(b). However,
because of its electrically small size, the field vectors in all three cases form a dipole distribution as
expected. Nonetheless, because the planewave in incident from the left, one can see small
asymmetries in the off-resonance distributions. The corresponding enhancement of the current
density in the core at resonance is shown in Fig. 6. It is clear from Fig. 6(b) that there are very large
Fig. 5. E-field near the AOC-CNP. (a) f ¼ 550:0 THz. (b) f ¼ 598:85 THz. (c) f ¼ 650:0 THz.
Fig. 6. Current density in the AOC-CNP. (a) f ¼ 550:0 THz. (b) f ¼ 598:85 THz. (c) f ¼ 650:0 THz.
Fig. 4. Cross sections with r1 swept from 20 nm to 23 nm. (a) Scattering cross section and a zoomed-in
view near its maximum values. (b) Absorption cross section and a zoomed-in view near its minimum
values.
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currents formed in the core at the resonant frequency when the active medium is present. Off the
resonance, the current density is large mainly in the shell region. The corresponding magnetic field
energy distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The dipole pattern of the field is again clearly seen at the
resonance frequency in Fig. 7(b). Note that the energy distribution at resonance is symmetric about
the z-axis but is a bit asymmetrical with respect to the middle of the cylinder. This is due to the open
end of the cylinder, i.e., the structure along the z-axis is not symmetric. Finally, the power flow
(Poynting vector field) near the AOC-CNP is given in Fig. 8. At resonance, the power is clearly
flowing away from the center of the open cavity structure. Moreover, notice that along with the
change in sign of the electric field direction within the core, the power flow within the cylinder
experiences a sign change as the frequency varies from below to above its resonance value.
4. Active Open Cylindrical CNP Excited by Small Current
Having established the resonance of the AOC-CNP for the planewave excitation, the behavior of the
structure under the EHD excitation was examined. This study emphasized how well the AOC-CNP
would act as a nanoamplifier and, hence, as a nanosensor for various EHD locations once it was
designed based on the planewave excitation. For instance, since a fluorescing atom or molecule
would act as a dipole in its transition from an excited to a lower energy state, it was hoped that a
resonant AOC-CNP could be designed to amplify significantly the resulting emission signal in
whatever location the emitter was relative to the nanoamplifier. Moreover, it was hoped that the silica
base could act as a platform to which such fluorescing elements could be attached, further aiding in
the localization of the emitter. Consequently, the structural parameters of the planewave excitation-
designed AOC-CNP remained the same. The fluorescing emitter was then simulated by specifying a
small current element, i.e., an EHD, at the point ½ðrx ; 0; zcÞ; ðrx ; 0; zc þ 2nmÞ that was oriented
parallel to the z-axis and that had the current moment I0d ¼ 2 1012 A-m.
4.1. Horizontal Scan of the EHD Location
The EHD was first located along the substrate interface (at zc ¼ 0) at all the positions indicated
in Fig. 9, i.e., rx was varied. The predicted PR and ACS values are shown in Fig. 10. The peak
of the PR curves in Fig. 10(a) appears at f ¼ 599:85 THz. It is 69.12 dB at point C
ðrx ¼ r1 dd ; zc ¼ 0Þ. The minimum of the ACS in Fig. 10(b) is found for the same frequency.
Consequently, the total radiated power of a dipole placed at the outside edge of the cylinder will be
enhanced by more than 69 dB in comparison with its value in free space. The electric field, current
density, and power flux distributions at the resonance frequency when the dipole is located at point C
Fig. 7. Magnetic field energy density near the AOC-CNP. (a) f ¼ 550:0 THz. (b) f ¼ 598:85 THz.
(c) f ¼ 650:0 THz.
Fig. 8. Power flow near the AOC-CNP. (a) f ¼ 550:0 THz. (b) f ¼ 598:85 THz. (c) f ¼ 650:0 THz.
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are shown in Fig. 11. Despite the offset of the EHD, the AOC-CNP still dominates the results; a dipole
mode is excited that is symmetrically distributed with respect to the z-axis. This is confirmed with the
far-field directivity pattern given in Fig. 11(d). Fig. 11(b) shows again that there are very large
Fig. 9. Horizontal scan of the EHD location along the silica substrate. Simulations were run for a small
current source located along the substrate interface (x -axis) at points O, A, B, C, and D.
Fig. 10. Power ratio and absorption cross section curves for different dipole locations rx along the x -axis
(with zc ¼ 0). (a) Power ratio. (b) Absorption cross section.
Fig. 11. Simulation results at the resonance frequency of 598.85 THz when the dipole is located at
point C. (a) Electric field, (b) current density, (c) power flow, and (d) far field pattern in the  ¼ 0 plane.
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currents through the gain medium at the resonant frequency while they are mainly in the shell region
away from the resonance frequency. Moreover, the power flow shown in Fig. 11(c) remains strongly
outward flowing when the AOC-CNP has gone into resonance.
In contrast to the active closed spherical CNP for which the PR is essentially constant for any
interior position of the EHD and only slightly lower for any exterior position near the outer surface
[17], the subplot in Fig. 10(a) shows nontrivial decreases in the PR for the points away from point C
along the silica slab interface. This location for the maximum response is very advantageous for
nanosensor concept of attaching an emitter to the outer surface of the AOC-CNP.
4.2. Vertical Scan of the EHD Location
The EHD was next located along the axis of the cylinder (i.e., at rx ¼ 0) at all the positions
indicated in Fig. 12, i.e., zc was varied. The predicted PR and ACS values are shown in Fig. 13. The
peak of the PR curves in Fig. 13(a) appears at f ¼ 599:85 THz. It is 83.35 dB at point G
ðrx ¼ 0; zc ¼ 0:5LÞ. The minimum of the ACS in Fig. 13(b) is again found at the same frequency.
Consequently, the total radiated power of a dipole placed inside the cylinder at the middle of the
gain medium will be enhanced by more than 83 dB than its value in free space. The electric field,
current density and power flux distributions at the resonance frequency when the dipole is located
at point G are shown in Fig. 14. Despite the offset of the EHD, a dipole mode is excited that is
symmetrically distributed with respect to the z-axis and the AOC-CNP behavior dominates the
response of the entire nanoantenna system Again, there are very large currents through the gain
medium at the resonant frequency while they are mainly in the shell region away from it. Moreover,
while there is some variation near the corners of the cylinder, the power flow remains strongly
outward flowing when the AOC-CNP has gone into resonance. While there is a significant
enhancement of the total radiated power when the EHD is located at point G, a more practical
location, again for a nanoamplifier application, is at point E. One could envision molecules at point E
on one side of the substrate while the electrically small cavity resonators, i.e., the AOC-CNPs, are
Fig. 12. Vertical scan of the EHD location along the cylinder axis. Simulations were run for a small
current source located at points E, O, F, G, and H.
Fig. 13. Power ratio and absorption cross section curves for different dipole locations zc along the
z-axis (with rx ¼ 0). (a) Power ratio. (b) Absorption cross section.
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on the other side. The PR at the resonance frequency is only 18.96 dB, which is considerably
smaller value than that obtained at points C or G. Nonetheless, it is still approximately two orders of
magnitude larger than in free space. The total power radiated into the far field is enhanced by the
presence of the nanoamplifier and, thus, could lead to a desirable measurement configuration on
either side of the substrate. Because the PR at point O at the resonance frequency is an order of
magnitude larger at 33.00 dB, the overall effect of trenches in the substrate to position a molecule
and to bring it closer to the active medium is currently under investigation.
4.3. Horizontal Scan When the EHD Location Is Vertically Displaced
The EHD was next displaced along the axis of the cylinder and located at zc ¼ 0:5L. It was then
moved to at all the positions, i.e., rx was varied, as indicated in Fig. 15. The predicted PR and ACS
values are shown in Fig. 16. The peak of the PR curves in Fig. 16(a) and the minimum of the ACS
again appear at f ¼ 599:85 THz. It remains 83.35 dB at point G ðrx ¼ 0; zc ¼ 0:5LÞ. The value just
outside the shell at point L is 64.39 dB, which is approximately the same as it was for point C.
Fig. 14. Simulation results at the resonance frequency 598.85 THz when the dipole is located at point
G. (a) Electric field, (b) current density, and (c) power flow distributions.
Fig. 15. Horizontal scan of the EHD location when it is displaced along the z-axis to zc ¼ 0:5L.
Simulations were run for a small current source located at points G, I, J, K, L, and M.
Fig. 16. Power ratio and absorption cross section curves for different dipole locations when zc ¼ 0:5L
and rx varies along the x -axis. (a) Power ratio. (b) Absorption cross section.
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Consequently, these results further indicate that the EHD does not have to be placed accurately to
achieve a significantly enhanced total radiated power.
4.4. Horizontal EHD Excitation
Finally, we considered the AOC-CNP excited by a horizontally oriented EHD. The EHD was
located at points D ðrx ¼ 35 nm; zc ¼ 0Þ and M ðrx ¼ 35 nm; zc ¼ L=2Þ. The predicted PR and
ACS results are shown in Fig. 17. One sees immediately that while the resonance still occurs at
599.85 THz, the enhancements are much smaller. The value produced by the EHD located
at point M is 0.52 dB smaller than when it is located at point D. The maximum value at point D,
3.03 dB, is much less than the 29.04 dB result for the vertically polarized EHD. Similarly, it is 3.70 dB
and 3.41 dB at points O and E. Thus, one finds that the AOC-CNP behavior is very polarization
dependent. The enhancements significantly favor the vertical polarization excitation for the current
aspect ratio of the geometry.
4.5. Comparisons Between the Planewave and EHD Results
The PR, SCS, and ACS results for the planewave and EHD excitations of the AOC-CNP are
compared in Fig. 18. In both cases the resonance frequency is 599.85 THz for the r1 ¼ 21:3 nm
design. Note that with the EHD excitation and the substrate size, the smallest sphere enclosing this
nanoantenna system has the radius a ¼ 45p2 nm, giving ka ¼ 0:8, i.e., the radiating system is
electrically small. The PR at the resonance frequency for the EHD excitation is about 71.3 dB
larger than the background value (the PR at 601 THz). In contrast, it is only a 50.03-dBsm
Fig. 17. Comparison of PR and ASC values for the horizontally oriented EHD excitation of the
AOC-CNP. (a) PR. (b) ACS.
Fig. 18. Comparisons of the results for the plane wave and EHD excitations of the AOC-CNP. (a) SCS
versus the PR. (b) ACS.
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increment of the SCS for the planewave excitation. This difference is due to the fact that the
active cylinder is resonant in the near field of the EHD. Consequently, the incident field values are
much larger there than the incident planewave (amplitude 1 V/m). Similarly, the ACS dips down to
61.8 dBsm below the relative background value for the plane excitation, while it sinks to 268 dBsm
below background for the EHD. Because the Q of the EHD nanoantenna system is much higher than
that of its planewave counterpart, the bandwidth for the planewave results, i.e., 0.56 THz, is much
larger than its EHD value, i.e., 0.01 THz.
5. Asymmetrical Structure With Vertical EHD Excitation
We also explored an asymmetric structure to acknowledge the fact that during fabrication, the
cylinder might not be centered on the silica slab. The asymmetrical substrate AOC-CNP model is
shown in Fig. 19. The cylindrical structure and the materials are the same as those reported above.
The substrate size is now 135 nm 108 nm 6 nm. The cylinder (silver thickness dd ¼ 6:0 nm,
cavity height L ¼ 31:5 nm, and radius r1 ¼ 21:3 nm) is offset 22.5 nm from the middle of the
substrate along the x -axis. As previously, the EHD is implemented as a small current element
ðd ¼ 2:0 nmÞ, giving the current moment I0 d ¼ 2 1012 A-m and oriented parallel to the z-axis.
The predicted PR and ASC values are shown in Fig. 20. This active nanoantenna is resonant at
599.87 THz, a very slight blue shift. It produces a 37.82-dB maximum PR when the EHD is located at
Fig. 19. Asymmetrical AOC-CNP model. (a) Perspective view; (b) material components; and (c) EHD
locations. Point O ðrx ¼ 0; zc ¼ 0Þ and Q ðrx ¼ 35 nm; zc ¼ 0Þ.
Fig. 20. Results for the asymmetric AOC-CNP. (a) Power ratio values for the EHD located at points O
and Q and (b) the corresponding ASC values.
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point O ðrx ¼ 0; zc ¼ 0Þ. The ACS has the expected corresponding behavior; its minimum is at the
resonance frequency and is 62.9 dBsm below the background value. ThemaximumPRandminimum
ASC at the resonance frequency when the EHD is located at point Q ðrx ¼ 35 nm; zc ¼ 0Þ are,
respectively, 24.87 dB and 58.30 dBsm. Plots of the electric field, current density, power flow and
directivity pattern at the resonance frequency for the EHD located at point Q are given in Fig. 21. Their
behaviors are basically the same as those of the symmetric structure. Again, the AOC-CNP
dominates the near- and far-field response of this nanoantenna system; despite the offsets, it
produces the fundamental dipole mode behavior.
Direct comparisons of the PR and ASC results for the symmetric and asymmetric structures are
given in Fig. 22. The asymmetric structure produces PR values very similar to the symmetric case.
It has a PR bandwidth that is slightly larger than the symmetric case; it produces a correspondingly
slightly lower maximum. On the other hand, because it has a lower Q and is not as highly tuned, the
baseline values of the ACS curves are quite higher than for the symmetric case. In the same
manner, the symmetric structure yields a much deeper ACS null than does the asymmetric one.
Fig. 21. Simulation results at the resonance at 598.57 THz for the asymmetric AOC-CNP. (a) Electric
field, (b) current density, (c) power flow, and (d) far field pattern in the  ¼ 0 plane.
Fig. 22. Comparison of the predicted PR and ACS results for the symmetric and asymmetric
AOC-CNPs. (a) Power ratio values for the EHD located at points O and Q and (b) the corresponding
ASC values.
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6. Conclusion
In summary, we have numerically simulated a noncanonical nanoscatterer and nanoantenna
structure based on a gain doped SiO2 core within a highly subwavelength-sized, active open
cylindrical CNP that rests on a finite rectangular passive SiO2 substrate. As with their closed,
spherical CNP counterparts, it was demonstrated that these noncanonical open nanostructures can
be designed to be resonant and at their resonance frequency, they act as dipole radiators that
produce a substantial enhancement of the total radiated power and a corresponding decrease of
the ACS. This occurs for either a planewave or an EHD excitation. The PR enhancement relative to
the background of the AOC-CNP nanoantenna is about 71.3 dB when the EHD is oriented along the
major axis of the cylinder, i.e., vertically. The increment of the SCS relative to the background is
about 50.03 dBsm for the related vertically polarized planewave excitation. The corresponding ACS
for the nanoantenna (EHD excitation) and nanoscatterer (planewave excitation) has a large negative
decrease at resonance indicating significant amplification, i.e., it is, respectively, about 268 dB and
61.8 dB below their relative background values. The vertically polarized EHD excitations produce
larger enhancements, but with narrower bandwidths, in comparison with the planewave excitation
case. An asymmetric version of the structure was also reported for the EHD excitation. For the
vertically oriented EHD, the PR for the symmetrical substrate is larger than that for the asymmetrical
substrate case but at a cost of a lower bandwidth. The horizontally polarized EHD excitation of
the AOC-CNP was also considered. However, it was shown that the resulting enhancements
were significantly smaller than for the vertically polarized excitations. The results demonstrate the
AOC-CNP acts as a nanoamplifier and could be used readily for nanoantenna and nanosensor
applications.
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